Abstract

Internet and information technology are the platform where huge amount of information is available to use. But searching the exact information for some knowledge is time consuming and results confusion in dealing with it. Retrieving knowledge manually from collection of web documents and database may cause to miss the track for user. Text mining is helpful to user to find accurate information or knowledge discovery and features in the text documents. Thus there is need to develop text mining approach which clearly guides the user about what is important information and what is not, how to deal with important information, how to generate knowledge etc. Knowledge discovery is an increasing field in the research. For a user reading the collection of documents and get some knowledge is time consuming and less effective. There has been a significant improvement in the research related to generating Knowledge Discovery from collection of documents. We propose a method of generating Knowledge Discovery in Text mining using Association Rule Extraction. Using this approach the users are able to find accurate and important knowledge from the collection of web documents which will reduce time for reading all those documents.
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